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“The crisis of our time isn’t just a crisis of a single leader, 
organization, country, or conflict. The crisis of our time reveals
the dying of an old social structure and way of thinking, an old 
way of institutionalizing and enacting collective social forms.” 
C. Otto Scharmer, Theory U: Learning from the Future as It
Emerges



In the light of the 

magnitude of 

changes we rather 

stand still



Changing the Mindset

ARE WE READY TO PREPARE OUR 
STUDENTS FOR A DIFFERENT FUTURE?

WE ARE PREPARING OUR STUDENTS 
FOR A VERY DIFFERENT FUTURE! 

(NOW THINK ABOUT YOUR OWN CONTEXT – IS THIS BECOMING
APPARENT ANYWHERE?)



The Context



A changing Masternarrative

From using technology

to

discussing the future of the university
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(Dirk Becker 2011)



Emergence



Emergence

• The idea behind VUCA is to conceptualise
emergence

• The idea of emergence is selforganisation

• From which position do we look at the 
challenge to design  higher education…?
• To cope…?

• To react…?

• To design…?

• To prepare…?

We can’t rely on procedures to make decisions in complex situations. 
Gary Klein in Streetlights and Shadows, 2011

&



Imagine trying to blow 
up an air raft while it is 
still in the box it came 
in...

Even in today’s exponentially changing and shifting world, we still have
this ingrained tendency to approach the very ‘idea’ of the future as this
static and preordained process that we accept as an inevitable
consequence of our past and present. 



The Nextskills Study



Download report at 
Nextskills.org
(open access)

New Book „Future 
Skills – Future Higher 
Education“ 
to be published Dec 2019 (german), 
February 2020 (english)



Future Skills 
Approaches
• Often focused on digital 

literacy or special 
literacies

• Often strong alignment 
with employability

• No empirical validation
• Not rooted in education 

theory or competence 
concepts

(Ehlers 2019)



Nextskills: Exploration so far…

Future Organisations: Next 
Skills organisational 
Screening 

Next Skills Interview 
Study

Next Skills Delphi

Future Skills Delphi 
Report

Future Skills Book 
(Engl. in January)

nextskills.org
Website (Skillfinder)

Publications
Future Skills Workshop in 
DEC 2019 with Gilly Salmon
@Online Educa Berlin 2019



Study Design Nextskills.org

• Multi-method

• Qualitative

• Quantitative





Future Skill Profiles
• 17 Profiles through qualitative 

analysis
• Each profile contains several

competences









Skillmap & 
Skillfinder
• (in planning) 

• To find definitions
and describptions at 
Nextskills.org



Finding
structures behind





Triple Helix

Competence to act in 
future unknown and 
highly emergent 
professional and private 
contexts is a result of 
combining
interdependent skills in 
three areas.



Turning Towards Higher 
Education



Higher Education readiness
Subject-related Future Skills



Higher 
Education 
readiness
Object-Related Future Skills



Higher 
Education 
readiness
Organisation-Related Future Skills



Scenarios for Future Higher 
Education





4 S

4 Scenarios for 
Future Higher 
Education 



Rethinking
Higher Education



‘The path of least 
resistance and least 
trouble is a mental rut 
already made. 

It requires troublesome 
work to undertake the 
alteration of old beliefs.’ 

John Dewey 1933

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=john+dewey&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=nGnLzGumJUEYQM&tbnid=LRRMrkwc4ufOQM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.yourbest100.com%2Fpeople%2Ftop-100-philosophers%2F&ei=2obSUdOuGqfO0QW5_4GACg&bvm=bv.48572450,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFyecuJAQt9UZMd1OFeo8VfdIeBLA&ust=1372837960087796


Real learning requires stepping 
into the unknown, which initiates 
a rupture in knowing... 

By definition, all TC scholarship is 
concerned (directly or indirectly) 
with encountering the unknown.

Schwartzman 2010 p.38



Threashold
Concepts

(Rand & 
Meyer)



Thank you for your Attention!

Ulf-Daniel Ehlers, Germnany
www.ulf-ehlers.net / www.nextskills.org /www.next-education.org

“In a time of exploding change – with personal lives being torn apart, 
the existing social order crumbling, and a fantastic new way of life
emerging on the horizon – asking the very largest of questions about
our future is not merely a matter of intellectual curiosity. It is a 
matter of survival.” -Alvin Toffler
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http://www.nextskills.org/
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